JOB DESCRIPTION
POSITION:

Warewash Chemical Specialist

OVERALL JOB PURPOSE:
Join the Brady Industries team as a Chemical Specialist. As a Chemical Specialist you will interact directly with
customers in the restaurant industry, assisting in selling product solutions and providing prompt, personal and reliable
services to meet their needs. You will be responsible for servicing, maintaining and installing warewashing systems.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:




Independently understand your customer’s dishwashing and cleaning needs in order to proactively identify
solutions that best meet customer expectations
Use your mechanical aptitude to install, maintain and repair dish machines and dispensing equipment as well as
demonstrate safe equipment use, ensuring that the equipment is fully operational
Respond to customer emergency service requests on weeknights, weekends, and holidays as needed

SERVICE RESPONSIBILITIES:









Perform skilled mechanical/electrical work to troubleshoot, diagnose, maintain,
repair, modify, and install machinery, equipment, physical structures, pipe, and
electrical systems
Follow specifications, blueprints, manuals, and schematic drawings. These duties
shall be performed using hand tools, power tools, industrial equipment,
measuring and testing instruments
Working knowledge and understanding of HAZMAT, MSDS, EPA, and
OSHA requirements
Know and explain the hazards associated with specific types of equipment
and tools. Use appropriate tools for the job and comply with all company
safety polices. Wear all appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
when required or necessary, know proper reporting of an accident or emergency
Operate all equipment and/or machinery correctly and safely at all times
Assist outside vendors and/or contractors by providing information or lending
assistance for work conducted at specified locations
Other duties as assigned.

MINIMUM JOB QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS:











High School diploma required, some college preferred
Mechanical and technical ability to troubleshot equipment malfunctions
Ability to lift and / or carry up to 75 pounds
Current and valid driver’s license and acceptable Motor Vehicle Record
Able to pass a background check
Significant local travel and occasional overnight travel required
Strong communication skills both verbal and written, intermediate math skills required.
1-2 years of mechanical experience
Ability to read and speak Spanish preferred

